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Our Tech


We offer accessible, user-friendly, and
censorship-resistant solutions for developers and
businesses.
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CRYPTO PAYMENTS

for delivery in the digital era


Gera Coin is a crypto payment platform suited for the new
normal.
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GERA ON BINANCE NETWORK!


Gera Coin expands its network by integrating into Binance Smart
Chain.


SWAP GERA
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Earn BUSD with GERA Trade Portal


The GERA Trade portal allows you to earn BUSD Rewards for 12
months by trading your GERA-ERC20! Furthermore, you can earn BUSD
referral rewards each time your referees subscribe to a GERA Trade
plan.


Trade GERA Now!









SERVICES FOR THE MODERN USER
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DAPPS-ENABLED


Gera Coin will offer APIs to reduce development costs and time.
With our solution, developers will be able to build DApps on
Gera Chain.
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EASY DELIVERIES


Making P2P delivery payments should be easy-peasy. For that, our
team will do the hard stuff for you.
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LIVE TRACKING


With the SNAC EATS app, you can verify your delivery address
information and track the status of your order.
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OPEN TRANSACTIONS


Nobody likes to be kept in the dark, which is why all Gera Coin
transactions will be available through Gera Chain.
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SECURE STORAGE


Modern threats call for modern cybersecurity measures. Rest
assured your assets are safe with our solutions.
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WIDE AVAILABILITY


Gera Coin is available on multiple blockchains such as Ethereum
and Binance Smart Chain.


















ABOUT GERA COIN


We are a crypto payments platform designed by a new breed of
techno junkies for the modern society. Online delivery
payments have never been easier with Gera Coin!















Pay for food, grocery, gifts, parcels, documents, etc.

















We empower delivery platforms with cryptocurrency.
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Buy and sell products at the comfort of your home
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Get your groceries delivered to your doorstep







OUR MISSION


Gera Coin aims to provide efficient peer-to-peer (P2P) payment
alternatives to other crypto money transfer platforms that are
already too congested.








OUR VISION


Global events have proven that the new digital era is now in the
mainstream. Gera Coin will champion delivery payments and P2P money
transfers for all.
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Users will enjoy fast and secure money transfers
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Safe crypto transactions will be a community effort
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GET MORE WITH GERA


Our world is changing in different ways. We believe our delivery
payments and money transfers should too.
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Gera Coin will provide top-of-the-line infrastructure using a
300,000 TPS blockchain.
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Customers, merchants, and delivery platforms now have a shared
marketplace.
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Users can track delivery status for food, gifts & flowers,
groceries, parcels, and more.











ADVANTAGES OFFERED BY OUR SOLUTIONS





Crypto, blockchain, and everything else thrown in between Fast
transactions, convenient payments, and a wide selection of partner
merchants and restaurants? You have them all here!



Gera Coin has so much in store for our users! Make hassle-free
crypto transfers and enjoy all of these exclusive features.
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ATTRACTIVE STAKING REWARDS


Gera Coin offers a special staking program to community members
in preparation for Gera Chain.
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EASY PAYMENT METHOD


Gera Coin will be the recommended cryptocurrency payment method
for delivery-based services.
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SCALABLE BLOCKCHAIN


Our team is developing Gera Chain, a highly-scalable network
that can offer 300,000 transactions per second.















DIGITAL IS NOW THE NEW SOCIAL


Why go out when you can shop online? Let our partner shops and
delivery platforms handle your order. Just sit back and pay for
your deliveries with ease.
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GERA ON BINANCE SMART CHAIN


Gera Coin has been integrated into the Binance Smart Chain network
as a BEP-20 token. This allows everyone to use GERA on multiple
blockchains, ensuring greater accessibility and interoperability.


SWAP GERA










GERA CHAIN


Gera Chain uses a modern blockchain framework to guarantee better
speed, security, and decentralization.




SUPERIOR VALUE


All the innovations and integrations that make up Gera Chain set
it apart from the competition. It offers an entirely new
experience to its users





USES DDPOS


This functionality ensures Gera Chain's cost-effectiveness,
integrity, enhanced processing speed, and transactional
security.





DAPPS-READY


Gera Chain enables dApp creation and development. Developers can
assure that it is cost and time-efficient; allowing immediate
production of dApp.





PAYMENT GATEWAY


The combined fintech innovations in Gera Chain allows users to
have a safe, seamless, and quick payment experience.
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GERA Staking Rewards
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BSC Standard Utility Token
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Gas Fee Payment
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GERA's Governance Token








STAKING AND GERA FUEL



We have a staking portal where GERA holders can stake their
balance and receive our secondary token — Gera Fuel!



Gera Fuel can only be obtained by staking GERA on our dedicated
staking portal. Make sure to stack as much Gera Fuel as
possible, as this will be used as the gas fee for Gera Chain.













THE NEW ERA OF FOOD DELIVERY AND CRYPTO PAYMENTS IS COMING
SOON —  SNAC EATS! 



Aligned with Gera Coin's vision, the platform introduces a new
app that will revolutionize the new era of food delivery and
cryptocurrency. Called SNAC EATS, this new food delivery app
offers greater benefits and features to both its users and
business holders.


GET SNAC EATS!




USER BENEFITS:
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High quality service
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Faster response times
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Easier payment methods: Cash/Card/GERA coins
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New feature called ‘Feed’






MERCHANT BENEFITS:
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Receive payments faster
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Accept payments in GERA coins
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Enjoy seamless transactions
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Experience top-notch service
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ROADMAP







Launch Gera Coin website and social media; Publish Gera Coin
whitepaper


INTRODUCE GERA COIN

2020 Q4





Mint Gera Coin as ERC20 token; Initialize Gera Coin exchange
listing


CREATE GERA COIN

2021 Q1





Finalize Gera Coin Team; List GERA on partner exchanges


EXPAND GERA COIN TEAM

2021 Q2





Partner with restaurants for SNAC EATS; List GERA to more crypto
exchanges


FORM GERA PARTNERSHIPS

2021 Q3





Finalize SNAC EATS concept; Onboard app development experts


CONCEPTUALIZE SNAC EATS

2021 Q4





Start locked staking event; Launch GERA on BSC network


START GERA STAKING

2022 Q1





Begin Gera Chain development; Develop dual-token framework


PLAN FOR GERA CHAIN

2022 Q2





Mint Gera Fuel as BEP-20 token; Begin SNAC EATS App Alpha Version
testing


CREATE GERA FUEL

2022 Q3




Open Gera Trade program for users.

Launch Trade Program

2022 Q4






Begin burning Gera Coins.

Initiate Burn

2023 Q1





Begin Gera bridge development for Polygon, Avalanche, and Fantom.


Launch Gera Bridge Development

2023 Q2





Begin offering services included in Gera Bridge to users.


Launch Gera Bridge Service

2023 Q3





Start with providing smart contract development on the Gera
mainnet.



Launch Gera Mainnet Smart Contract Development


2023 Q4





Start with the development stage of Gera Wallet.


Launch Gera Wallet Development

2024 Q1





Begin with the testing phase of smart contracts on the Gera
mainnet.


Test Gera Mainnet Smart Contract

2024 Q2




Provide Gera Wallet services to users.

Launch Gera Wallet Service

2024 Q3





Open services of smart contracts on the Gera mainnet to users.


Launch Gera Mainnet Smart Contract Service

2024 Q4

















OUR EXCHANGES
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View all exchanges
View less exchanges








WHAT IS GERA COIN?


Gera Coin is a payment-for-delivery system that uses
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.








HOW IS GERA COIN DIFFERENT?


Gera Coin uses blockchain technology to enable automatic
conversion from fiat to cryptocurrency, allowing both crypto and
non-crypto users to send payment for deliveries.











WHAT IS GERA COIN USED FOR?


Gera Coin focuses on providing affordable, fast, and secure
payment for deliveries. But with the SNAC EATS, you can also
send money to your peers, as well as pay for products of
merchants who will integrate Gera Coin as one of their payment
means.








HOW CAN I GET GERA TOKEN?


Gera Coin is available through our partner crypto exchanges.
There is a maximum supply of 8.8 billion GERA under the ERC-20
and BEP-20 token standards.










PRESS RELEASES
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GERA COIN EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS WITH MULTIPLE EXCHANGE
LISTINGS



Gera Coin launched a few months ago with the ambitious
objective of pioneering a new era...
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Gera Coin launched a few months ago with the ambitious
objective of pioneering a new era...



Gera Coin launched a few months ago with the ambitious
objective of pioneering a new era...
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Gera Coin launched a few months ago with the ambitious
objective of pioneering a new era...



Gera Coin launched a few months ago with the ambitious
objective of pioneering a new era...
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GERA COIN GROWING ECOSYSTEM SEES INCREASE TRACTION AMONG
EXCHANGES



GERA COIN GROWING ECOSYSTEM SEES INCREASE TRACTION AMONG
EXCHANGES
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GERA COIN GROWING ECOSYSTEM SEES INCREASE TRACTION AMONG
EXCHANGES



GERA COIN GROWING ECOSYSTEM SEES INCREASE TRACTION AMONG
EXCHANGES




















GET TO KNOW THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND OUR PAYMENT SOLUTIONS IN OUR
OFFICIAL WHITEPAPER.


DOWNLOAD
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Embracing the new era of delivery payments and blockchain security,
Gera Coin is suited to cater to the needs of our users in the new
normal.
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© 2023 All Rights Reserved. GERA COIN
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